Firing System Do’s and Don’ts

1- Never enter field with panel connected and or powered up!!!

2- DO NOT GET WET!!!! Treat your system like it’s your Laptop computer or other electronic device, IT IS NOT WATERPROOF. Under no circumstance should you allow moisture of any kind to fall on Panel or modules, Cover and protect modules from Fireworks Fallout and moisture, as you would the fireworks you are shooting. (There is no Excuse acceptable)!

3- Keep cable ends off the ground, Do not drag along ground, dirt is the enemy. Always inspect ends for debris before plugging in.

4- Always unplug cables carefully and not by yanking the cable or rocking plug back and forth, always pull straight out by body of connector.

5- Never apply any kind of spray or lubricant to connector contacts.

6- Keep your system charged, Do not let system get low on charge, (battery Damage can occur) always keep charger with panel.

7- Always roll cables out and roll cables in, Do not wind around arm or force cable to twist against its natural coil, Twisting will destroy cable!

8- If you are unfamiliar with proper winding technique let someone that knows the proper way wind your cables, not everyone can do this.

9- Do not rip igniter wires from Clip connectors, remove them individually with care.

10- Always series multiple igniters on one circuit (Never Parallel)

11- Following these simple steps will keep your system functioning properly for many years.